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Abstrat

The demand for models of repeated measurements has known a phe-

nomenal growth in reent years, as appliations are found in all areas of

sienti� endeavour. In this review, similarities in the approahes to mod-

elling di�erent kinds of response variables, normal, disrete, and duration,

are emphasized. Any appropriate model should take into aount two pos-

sible types of stohasti dependene, random variability or heterogeneity

among units in the population and, in longitudinal studies, stohasti

time dependene among responses. Finally, a number of problem areas

for further researh are outlined.
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1 Introdution

Repeated measurements, as the name suggests, are observations of the same

harateristi whih are made several times (but not neessarily separated in

time!). What distinguishes suh observations from those in more traditional

statistial data modelling is that

� the same variable is measured on the same observational unit more than

one: the responses are not independent as in the usual regression analysis

and

� more than one observational unit is involved: the responses do not form

a simple time series.

Thus, one speial harateristi of repeated measurements is that more than

one observation on the same response variable is available on eah observational

unit. For a set of responses on eah of several units, those on the same one

may often, but not always, be expeted to be more losely related than those
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among di�erent ones. Thus, we are in a situation of stohastially dependent

data whih must be modelled by some form of multivariate methods. This may

be distinguished from more general multivariate methods whih treat interde-

pendene among di�erent types of response variables.

Repeated measurement of the same variable on the same unit may be ne-

essary for a number of reasons.

� Repeated observation may be the only way of obtaining the required mea-

surement, as in ounting the ourrenes of some phenomenon.

� Interest may entre on the evolution of some response, given initial on-

ditions whih may or may not be �xed experimentally. Simple growth

urves are the most ommon example.

� The investigator may wish to ompare the e�ets of ontinued adminis-

tration of some treatment over time.

� Di�erent treatments may need to be ompared in a situation where vari-

ability among units is an important unontrollable fator. To inrease

preision, intra-unit omparisons of the di�erent treatments are neessary.

� One may want to study the total e�ets of di�erent sequenes of treat-

ments, as in the study of rop rotations in agriulture.

In reent years, the literature on repeated measures has reahed explosive pro-

portions. Lindsey (1993) provides a bibliography over over 1300 items to the

end of 1992, and this is far from omplete. Here, only a few of the more im-

portant highlights an be touhed upon. Emphasis will be plaed on the use of

similar models for di�erent types of response variables.

2 Types of responses

In the statistial literature, the most ommon models for repeated responses as-

sume them to be ontinuous measurements taking any real value. Suh models

are most ommonly based on some variation of the multivariate normal distri-

bution. Muh of the original work on repeated measurements evolved around

this type of response, as developments and speial ases of the Pottho� and Roy

(1964) growth model,

E[Y℄ = XBZ

whereY andX are the response and design matries, whileB is a C�P loation

parameter matrix and Z is a P � R matrix of ovariates hanging with the

responses on a unit, most often simply a polynomial over the R points in time. In

this general multivariate model, the variane-ovariane matrix, �, is assumed

to have an unstrutured form. Most subsequent developments have onentrated
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on more omplete spei�ations of this matrix (Diggle, 1988; Elston and Grizzle,

1962; Jones and Akerson, 1990; Laird and Ware, 1982), although some work

has been done on nonlinear models for the loation parameters (Berkey, 1982;

Frey, 1992; Gennings, Chinhilli, and Carter, 1989; Palmer, Phillips, and Smith,

1991; Vonesh and Carter, 1992), and oasionally both simultaneously (Heitjan,

1991a, b).

However, ategorial and ount data play very important roles in sienti�

observation. For example, they are the prinipal type of response in panel

studies. Counts are always repeated event data, where nothing distinguishes the

events on a unit, so that they are aggregated as the ount. On the other hand,

ategorial data are only repeated observations of events if they our to the

same unit, but are not aggregated beause treatments or ovariates distinguish

among them. However, suh events may be aggregated as frequenies aross

units having exatly the same pro�les of explanatory variables. The di�erene,

from our perspetive, is that, for a ount, the response of interest is the frequeny

of ourrene of one or more events, neessarily on the same unit, while, for

ategorial data, the response is an indiator of whih of a number of events has

ourred. Categorial data are only repeated measurements if observed several

times on the same unit.

All of the well-known work on overdispersion (Anderson, 1988; Ashby et

al., 1992; Breslow, 1984; Cox, 1983; Crowder, 1978; Gouri�eroux, Montfort,

and Trognon, 1984; Hausman, Hall, and Grilihes, 1984; Hekman and Willis,

1977; Lawless, 1987; Mosimann, 1962; Prentie, 1986; Williams, 1982) and

Markov hains (Anderson and Goodman, 1957; Billingsley, 1961; Chat�eld,

1973; Cox, 1955, 1958; Lawless, and MLeish, 1984; Muenz, and Rubinstein,

1985; Spilerman, 1972; Zeger, Liang, and Self, 1985) is relevant here.

Another important area of sienti� study involves the observation of dura-

tions, and, more generally, of positive-valued responses. These usually will have

skewed marginals for whih a normal distribution is not suitable. The lassial

solution of data transformations is unsatisfatory, beause it provides no infor-

mation about the underlying data generating mehanism. The speial ase of

durations is even more omplex.

If we measure survival in living beings, there an be no repetition, beause

death ours at the end. On the other hand, onsider the lassial measurement

of periods between suessive breakdowns of a mahine or the suession of

periods of unemployment or of illness of individuals. This is often known as

an event or life history study; many of the most important developments have

ome in the soial sienes (Blossfeld, Hamerle, and Mayer, 1989; Hannan,

and Carroll, 1981; Hekman, 1978; Hekman and Borjas, 1980; Hekman and

Singer, 1985; Lanaster, 1990: Tuma, 1976; Tuma, Hannan, and Groeneveld,

1976), more reently penetrating into the more biologial �elds (Aalen et al.,

1980; Andersen and Borgan, 1985; Clayton, 1988).

A lose relationship exists between durations and ounts in longitudinal

event history data. This is lear in the ounting proess approah to dura-
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tion data, where the number of events is aumulated over a period of time,

thus uniting a duration and a ount.

Event history data are peuliar in that the response, whether taken as

elapsed duration between events or umulated ounts of events, is a diret fun-

tion of time. This ontrasts with many other longitudinally observed repeated

responses, whih are simply attributes of the unit, suh as blood pressure, mea-

sured at various points in time. They will have an evolution, but not neessar-

ily aumulation. Intermediate are the `growth' type responses, whih have a

predominant tendeny, either to beome larger or smaller, usually up to some

asymptoti limit, but where suessive di�erenes are not neessarily in the

same diretion: a growing rat may lose weight over one observation period, but

events annot disappear after they have ourred.

3 Heterogeneity

The units whih are observed for repeated measures will usually be inherently

heterogeneous. Some will systematially respond more strongly than others. In

medial studies, suh as survival analysis, this is known as frailty. In studies

of ounts of aidents, it is alled proneness. In both ases, the rate at whih

events is ourring is varying in some unknown way aross the observation units.

Explanatory variables, whih might explain these di�erenes, are not available,

and may not be of interest in the study at hand. In other words, the variability

of responses on a unit will often be smaller than that aross units. If responses

on a unit were independent, the ovariability among them would be zero. In

ontrast, here, we shall require a uniform intra-lass or intra-unit ovariability

model. All inter-relationships among responses within a unit are equal, but

nonzero. In this way, we an model diretly the stohasti dependene struture

of our observations.

For ount data, we �nd the overdispersion models mentioned above. For

normally distributed data, we have variane omponents models. The variane-

ovariane matrix in the Pottho� and Roy model is onstrained to have a on-

stant o�-diagonal ovariane. Unfortunately, generalization to other models

based on other types of responses is rarely easy. Generally, non-normal dis-

tributions require the spei�ation of all higher order moments and these are

often losely related to the mean or loation parameter. Suitable multivariate

distributions are not often available.

A seond fruitful approah is to assume that some parameter desribing the

di�erent reations of the units is varying in a random way throughout the pop-

ulation. This is known as a random e�ets model. Suppose that the distribution

of responses, given the parameter value, is f(yj�) and that the random distri-

bution of the parameter is given by p(�; ). Then, the marginal distribution of
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the response an be obtained by integration:

f(y; ) =

Z

f(yj�)p(�; )d�

It turns out that, if both distributions are normal, the result is idential to the

variane omponents model mentioned above.

One speial ase of partiular interest is when p(�; ) is the onjugate distri-

bution to f(yj�), beause then f(y; ) an be obtained in losed form. For the

exponential family,

f(yj�) = e

�

T

t(y)��(�)

a onjugate distribution, also a member of the exponential family, always exists:

p(�; 

0

;) = e

�

T

�

0

�(�)

as it does for generalized linear models. The normal random e�ets model is one

suh ase, but other well-known examples inlude the negative binomial distri-

bution for ounts and the beta-binomial distribution for overdispersed binomial

data. If a onjugate distribution is not available or not suitable, numerial

integration must usually be performed.

If the ovariates are introdued into the onditional distribution, f(yj�),

g(�

i

) =

X

k

�

ik

x

ik

where g(�) is a link funtion, we have a `subjet-spei�' model. In this ase,

�

i0

is usually taken as random. Here, the x

ik

an distinguish among responses

on a unit, as well as among units.

If the ovariates are introdued after integration, into the marginal distribu-

tion, f(y; ),

g(

i

) =

X

k

�

ik

x

ik

we have a `population-averaged' model. Obviously, in this latter ase, ovari-

ates whih distinguish among responses on a unit annot be used; the x

ik

must

remain onstant for all responses on a unit. This model provides an averaged

measure of di�erenes (in treatments, et.) over responses among units. How-

ever, for normal models, the two are idential.

Various heterogeneity models have been suggested for ategorial data (Ashby

et al., 1992; Koh et al., 1977; Laird, 1991; Preisler, 1988) as well as for du-

ration data (Clayton, 1978; Clayton and Cuzik, 1985; Hekman and Singer,

1984a, b; Hougaard, 1984, 1986a, b; Lanaster, 1990; Oakes, 1982, 1986, 1989).

Partiular are must be taken in the latter ase. Usually, only a `window' is
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available on the event history. If the population is heterogeneous, events of the

more frail or prone units will be over-represented (Blossfeld and Hamerle, 1992;

Vaupel and Yashin, 1985).

An extension of the random e�ets model, in a regression situation, is to

make a number of the regression oeÆients random, a random oeÆients

model. This has been extensively studied in the normal ase (Elston and Grizzle,

1962; Laird and Ware, 1982),

E[Yj�℄ = XBZ+�V � � MVN(0; I
�)

where Z and V are polynomials in time, so that the model an be used to in-

due omplex strutures in the variane-ovariane matrix. However, the atual

meaning of suh oeÆients is usually diÆult to interpret. They are also dif-

�ult to extend to the nonlinear and nonnormal ases, so that they should be

avoided unless there is solid sienti� reasons for using them.

Beause of the diÆulties in diretly onstruting models of ovariability

among responses for non-normal data, ertain non-model based proedures,

alled generalized estimating equations, have been put forward (Gilmour, An-

derson, and Rae, 1985; Liang and Zeger, 1986). These are based on the esti-

mating equations for univariate generalized linear models, into whih a variane-

ovariane is arti�ially inserted,

N

X

i=1

Z

i

diag

�

��

ik

��

ik

�

[U

1

2

i

R

i

U

1

2

i

℄

�1

d

i

= 0

where Z

i

is the P �R design matrix for the unit, d

i

= y

i

� �

i

a R� 1 vetor,

and � the linear regression struture, with R some orrelation matrix and U

i

=

diag(var[Y

ik

℄). The result is that the relation of the estimating equations to

a likelihood funtion, and to a probability-based model, is usually destroyed.

Besides the diÆulty in interpreting the results of suh an approah, it has the

additional handiap that inferenes an only be performed using the notoriously

poorly performing asymptoti standard errors of the parameter estimates (Wald

tests).

Heterogeneity is a general problem in repeated measurements data. If the

responses on a unit are reorded more or less simultaneously, as, for example,

in family and litter studies, agriultural split plots, or similar organs in the

same body, this will be the only type of stohasti dependene whih must be

modelled.

4 Longitudinal data

Many repeated measurement studies involved olletion of data on units over

time. Even survival studies neessitate ontinuous observation over time, al-

though only one �nal event is being reorded. When time is involved, a seond
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kind of stohasti dependene among observations on a unit will usually be

present: observations loser together in time will often be more losely related.

Beause the series on any given unit will usually be fairly short, a �rst order

Markov model will usually be adequate. Note, however, that, in suh short

periods, the series will often be nonstationary.

For normally distributed data, autoregression models will usually be suitable.

As for heterogeneity, a idential models an be obtained by diretly modelling

the variane-ovariane matrix or by onditioning on lagged variables. Some

fairly omplex models have been developed in this domain, ombining random

e�ets with autoregression (Diggle, 1988; Heitjan, 1991a, b; Jones and Akerson,

1990).

Again, for non-normal data, it is usually diÆult to model the stohasti

dependene diretly, so that onditioning must be used

g(�

ik

) = �y

i;k�1

+

X

k

�

ik

x

ik

For ategorial data, Markov hains are easily handled as logisti or log linear

models (Lindsey, 1992). Counts an also be handled by onditioning in log lin-

ear models. However, ounts of events aumulated over time may be subjet

to ontagion, a time dependene among events. As is well known, if only aggre-

gated ounts are available, this annot be distinguished from the proneness of

heterogeneous units. The two models an only be ompared if the time spaing

of the events is available. And, of ourse, both proneness and ontagion may

simultaneously be present.

The situation for event history data is more omplex. In the simplest ase,

intervals are independent and identially distributed, so that we have a renewal

proess and all of the standard models of survival analysis an be applied. When

there is time dependene, onditioning an be introdued to reate nonhomoge-

neous proesses. One simple and very useful model is the birth proess, where

onditioning is on the number of previous events, but one might also ondition

on the length of the previous period(s). Within a period, onditioning on time

sine the previous event is the same as replaing a Poisson proess by a non-

homogeneous one, suh as a Weibull, gamma, or extreme value proess. If an

event signals a hange of state for the unit, we have a semi-Markov or Markov

renewal proess.

The situation beomes more diÆult when there are time-varying ovariates

whih an hange within the interval. Then, the distributions of the intervals

an no longer be diretly modelled. Instead, we have to look at the intensity of

the event proess, making it depend on the ovariates, as well as any appropriate

information about previous events. This is the ounting proess approah, whih

an be modelled as a log linear model for the presene or absene of an event

in eah small observation period.

Beause the orrelation matrix, R, an have any arbitrary form, generalized
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estimating equations an also be used for longitudinal data, although the same

reservations about their interpretation still hold.

It annot be emphasized too muh that, for all types of responses, both

heterogeneity and time stohasti dependene should be onsidered. Both may

not prove neessary in any single ase, but their presene should not be exluded

a priori. They provide valuable information, in addition to ovariate e�ets,

whih the sientist always �nds very useful. As well, negleting one an indue

spurious dependene of the other type. Even if the stohasti dependene is

not of diret interest, ignoring it and assuming independene among repeated

observations on a unit will make the e�ets of interest more signi�ant than

they really are. Suh an independene model operates as if there were more

information in the data than atually exists.

5 Prospets

Although a few suitable multivariate distributions are slowly being developed

(Arnold and Strauss, 1991; Genest and MaKay, 1986a, b; J�rgensen, 1992;

Marshall and Olkin, 1988), the area is lagging far behind the omplex require-

ments of modelling repeated measures data. At present, onditioning, whether

on random parameters or lagged responses, is the only realisti way to set up

most reasonable non-normal models.

It is surprising how many problems of repeated measurements an be oered

into the generalized linear model ontext, or, even more generally, as exponential

dispersion models (J�rgensen, 1987, 1992)

f(y;�; �

2

) = a(�

2

;y)e

[y

T

���(�)℄=�

2

The latter provide the generalization of the independent and identially dis-

tributed inrements models of Brownian motion and Poisson proesses to more

general proesses, suh as the Bernoulli, inverse Gaussian, and gamma (J�rgensen,

1992; Seshadri, 1988). They are one promising avenue for developing the mul-

tivariate models neessary for repeated measures, espeially for nonstationary

longitudinal data. Another avenue whih should be investigated is the set of

onditions under whih the salar dispersion parameter, �

2

, in these models,

an be generalized to a vetor or matrix. The bivariate exponential onditionals

models of Arnold and Strauss (1991) are examples.

Linear loation models, inluding polynomials, are, at best, simple approx-

imations to reality, where evolution towards an asymptote is the usual situa-

tion. As mentioned, a rapidly inreasing amount of work on nonlinear models,

with random e�ets and autoregression, is being produed for normal responses.

However, little is yet available for non-normal data. Models handle heterogene-

ity or time dependene, and rarely nonlinear regression. Muh work needs to

be done here.
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In any data reording done over time, ensoring, suh as dropouts or with-

drawals, and other types of missing observations, are a major problem. Fairly

strong assumptions usually have to be made about the randomness of the `miss-

ing mehanism'. Certain results, partiularly using martingale stopping times,

are now available from survival analysis, but these need to be further extended

for repetitions. The problem of heterogeneity in event history data was noted

above. But even in simpler ases, suh as growth urves, the impliations of

some units having time to reah an asymptote and others not, has not been

studied.

As well, observation may often not be possible at regular intervals on eah

unit. Then, ontinuous time models are required. These are available for nor-

mally distributed data (Heitjan, 1991a, b; Jones and Akerson, 1990; Jones and

Boadi-Boateng, 1991), but little work has yet been done in other ontexts. For

example, few models are available for unequally spae ategorial or ount data.

When ontinuously hanging ovariates, or responses, are involved, strong

assumptions have to be made about their values between observation points.

The e�ets of suh assumptions need to be investigated.

Virtually no statistial omputer pakages are available for suh multivari-

ate responses. What is required is the next generation of software to follow the

GLIM modelling strategy. Stohasti dependene strutures, for heterogene-

ity and time dependene, must be easily seletable for a variety of non-normal

models, in ombination with a simple syntax whih extends the Wilkinson and

Rogers (1973) notation to nonlinear loation models. Extensions of the Kalman

�lter, whih have already proven their worth in normal models (Jones and Ak-

erson, 1990), seem to be the most promising algorithm for estimation (West,

Harrison, and Migon, 1985).

With the ready availability of rapidly inreasing omputing power, one ob-

stale to �tting suh omplex models has been removed. However, further study

is needed for the hoie of stable initial values in iterative routines, and of ways

of monitoring onvergene before suh software will be aeptable for everyday

statistial use.

At present, repeated measurements is an area where sientists are generating

vast quantities of data while the statistiians are inapable of providing them

with the suitable models whih an be routinely applied.
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